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1. Scope of Application
 These specifications are applied to the holder of COB+( For CLL163/173 serise).

2. Appearance

* All materials are Rohs compliant.
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General tolerance : +/-0.2
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2. Performance

( 1 )  Absolute Maximum Rating 

Symbol Unit
Top degC
Tst degC

( 2 )  Recommended cable

( 3 )  Recommended screw size and torque

3. Reliability test
(1) Detail of reliability test condition 

Time
1000h
1000h

1000h
100cycle

(2) Judgement creteria of failure for reliability test

Note) Measurement shall be taken between 2hours and 24 hours and the test pieces should be

returned to the normal ambient conditions after the completion of each test .
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Screw size 

AWG size 
Insulation Diameter

20 ~ 24
1.6mm ~ 1.9mm

High temperature High humidity test

Ta = 100 degC
Ta = -40degC

Ta = 85degC, RH = 85%

Measuring Item 

M3

Thermal shock test -30degC 30min ~ +85degC 30min

Judgement criteria

Low temperature storage test

DESCRIPTION

No deforemation, No clacking on glass, No

signigicant discoloration
Appearance(Visual inspection)

Correction of Typographical Error

Data sheet

-30 ~ 85
Storage Temperature -40 ~ 100

Parameter Rating Value
Operating Temperature 

LMOP-002-B

Torque 0.4Nm ~ 0.6Nm

Test Item Test condition
High temperature storage test
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4. Packing Specifications

 
Packing is made by cardboard.

Smallest packing unit : 150pcs 

Packing size  ( Dimension: 200mm x 150mm x t130mm)
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Packing 150pcs holder 
in  plastic bag.



5. Precautions for use

(1) Usage environment and storage
 ・ Do not use or store the product under the environment where gas of chlorine, sulfur,
 acidity, chlorine, halogen, or salt are compressed or condensed, or any substance which causes 
 corrosion exists.  Avoid using the product in the sealed space.
 ・ In the case the product is used by bonding, or connected to other parts as one unit,
 ensure that there is no quality influence on the product through  appropriate  verification.
 ・ Store the product in the ambient temperature of 5-40 degree C, humidity of 20-70%,
 Recommended storage period is 6 months. If you use the product after 3 months
 are passed, please check appearance of product before use.
 ・ Use in dry place in doors.  (The product is not waterproof.)
 ・ Do not use as a lighting device or an indicating light for an emergency exit.

 
(2) Handling
  ・Do not use to fix other COB.(Only enable to fix CLL163/CLL173 series)
  ・Since this product is designed so as to be used as being assembled in a general lighting fixture,

 please do not use this product only. 
 When assembling to a lighting fixture, ensure sufficient evaluation as a lighting fixture.
 ・Do not reuse Glass and Glass cover which were once removed from Holder.
 ・Ultrasonic cleaning is not applicable.
 ・Do not use cleaning agent nor chemical agent as they can cause discoloration or quality deterioration.
 ・Do not add excessive shock by a drop and so on nor vibration.
 ・Avoid contacting the product with a sharp metalic nail and so on to the resin portion.
 ・Do not bend nor twist by adding exterior stress.

(5) Others
 ・ This product is intended for application in general electric devices (such as office automation
 equipment, communication devices, audio-video equipment, home electrical appliances,
 measurement hardware and others). In cases where this product is used for the following

 applications that require high reliability or could derectly affect human life, health and
 property due to failure or malfunction, please consult our sales representatives beforehand.
 1. Aerospace hardware   2. Submarine equipment   3. Power plant control instrument
 4. Medical equipment   5. Transport machine (automobile,train,vessel)
 6. Traffic signal instrument   7. Security/disaster-prevention equipment

 8. Information processing devices   9. Other devices equivalent to 1 through 8
 ・ Our warranty does not cover situations where this product undergoes secondary fabrication
 such as change in shape.
 ・ This product complies with RoHS directives.
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Precautions with regard to product use

1.CITIZEN ELECTRONICS has used reasonable care in compiling the information 
 included in this document,
 but CITIZEN ELECTRONICS assumes no liability whatsoever for any damages incurred as 
 a result of errors or omissions in the information included in this document. 

2.Absent ａ written signed agreement, except as provided in the relevant terms and conditions of
 sale for product, and to the maximum extent allowable by law, CITIZEN ELECTRONICS
 assumes no liability whatsoever, including without limitation, indirect, consequential, special, 
 or incidental damages or loss, including without limitation, loss of profits, loss of opportunities, 
 business interruption and loss of data, and disclaims any and all express or implied warranties 
 and conditions related to sale, use of product, or information, including warranties or
 conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, accuracy of information, 
 or no infringement.

3.Though CITIZEN ELECTRONICS works continually to improve products' quality and reliability,
 products can malfunction or fail. Customers are responsible for complying with safety standards
 and for providing adequate designs and safeguards to minimize risk and avoid situations
 in which a malfunction or failure of a product could cause loss of human life, bodily injury
 or damage to property, including data loss or corruption. 
 In addition, customers are also responsible for determining the appropriateness of
 use of any information contained in this document such as application cases not only with
 evaluating by their own but also by the entire system. 
 CITIZEN ELECTRONICS assumes no liability for customers' product design or applications.

4.Please contact CITIZEN ELECTRONICS' sales office if you have any questions regarding
 the information contained in this document, or if you have any other inquiries.
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